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FERMION UNIVERSALITYMANIFESTING ITSELF IN THE DIRAC COMPONENTOF NEUTRINO MASS MATRIX�Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived Otober 9, 2001)An e�etive texture is presented for six Majorana onventional neutri-nos (three ative and three sterile), based on a 6�6 neutrino mixing matrixwhose 3 � 3 ative�ative omponent arises from the popular bimaximalmixing matrix of ative neutrinos �e ; �� ; �� by three small rotations inthe 14, 25, 36 planes of �1 ; �2 ; �3 and �4 ; �5 ; �6 neutrino mass states.The Dira omponent (i.e., 3 � 3 ative-sterile omponent) of the result-ing 6 � 6 neutrino mass matrix is onjetured to get a struture similarto the harged-lepton and quark 3� 3 mass matries, after the bimaximalmixing, spei� for neutrinos, is transformed out unitarily from the neu-trino mass matrix. The harged-lepton and quark mass matries are takenin a universal form onstruted previously by the author with a onside-rable phenomenologial suess. Then, for the option of m21 ' m22 ' m23 �m24 ' m25 ' m26 ' 0, the proposed texture predits osillations of solar�e's with �m2sol � �m221 � (1.1 to 1:2)� 10�5 eV2, not inonsistent withthe LMA solar solution, if the SuperKamiokande value �m2atm � �m232 �(3 to 3:5)� 10�3 eV2 for osillations of atmospheri ��'s is taken as an in-put. Here, sin2 2�sol � 1 and sin2 2�atm � 1. The texture predits alsoan LSND e�et with sin2 2�LSND � (1.4 to 1:9) � 10�11 (eV=m1)4 and�m2LSND � �m225 � m21+ (1.1 to 1.2)�10�5 eV2. Unfortunately, theChooz experiment imposes on the LSND e�et (in our texture) a very smallupper bound sin2 2�LSND . 1:3�10�3, whih orresponds to the lower limitm1 & (1.0 to 1:1)� 10�2 eV.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.Hh� Supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN),grant no. 5 P03B 119 20 (2001�2002).(641)



642 W. Królikowski1. IntrodutionSome time ago we onstruted an e�etive form of fundamental-fermionmass matrix whih worked very well for harged leptons e ; � ; � [1℄, neatlyfor up and down quarks u ;  ; t and d ; s ; b [2℄ and badly for neutrinos�e ; �� ; �� [3℄. Of ourse, if neutrinos are Majorana partiles and/or, besidethree ative neutrinos arrying Standard Model harges, there exist e�e-tively some sterile neutrinos free of these harges, it is natural to expetthe neutrino texture to be di�erent from harged-lepton and quark textures,harateristi for ative Dira partiles. However, if neutrinos get a 3 � 3Dira mass matrix M (D) as a omponent of their overall 6� 6 mass matrixM = � M (L) M (D)M (D)y M (R) � ; (1)then M (D) may display a similar struture as the harged-lepton and quark3� 3 mass matries.Note that the neutrino mass matrix M desribed in Eq. (1) leads to theneutrino mass term�Lmass = 12X�� ��(a)� ; �(s)� � M (L)�� M (D)��M (D)��� M (R)�� ! �(a)��(s)� ! (2)in the Lagrangian, where�(a)� = ��L + (��L) ; �(s)� = ��R + (��R) ; (3)with �� = �e; ��; �� (� = e; �; �), are the Majorana onventional ativeand sterile neutrinos, respetively. Further on, for six neutrino �avor �elds(states) we will use the notation �(a)� � �� and �(s)� � ��s (� = e; �; � and�s=es; �s; �s), and then pass to ��=�e; ��; �� ; �es ; ��s ; ��s (� = e; �; �; es;�s; �s). In the last ase, six neutrino mass �elds (states) will be denoted as�i = �; �2; �3; �4; �5; �6 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). The relation between bothomplementary sets of neutrino �elds (states) will read�� =Xi U�i�i  j��i = �y�j0i =Xi U��ij�ii! ; (4)with U = (U� i) being the unitary neutrino mixing matrix.In the representation, where the harged-lepton 3 � 3 mass matrix isdiagonal, the neutrino mixing matrix U = (U� i) is at the same time theunitary matrix diagonalizing the neutrino mass matrix M = (M��) givenin Eq. (1) U yMU = Md � diag(m1 ; m2 ; m3 ; m4 ; m5 ; m6) : (5)Thus, in this ase M = UMdU y.



Fermion Universality Manifesting Itself in : : : 643The aim of the present paper is a brief disussion on the relevant question,to what extent the Dira omponent M (D) of the neutrino mass matrix Mmay get a similar struture to the harged-lepton and quark 3 � 3 massmatries onstruted previously [1,2℄. In fat, in the ases of these ativeDira partiles, we onstruted with a onsiderable phenomenologial suessthree 3� 3 mass matries of the universal formM (D) = 129 0BBBB� �" 2� 02� 49 � (80 + ") 8p3�0 8p3� 2425 � (624 + ")
1CCCCA ; (6)where values of the onstants �>0, �>0 and ">0 depended on whether thedisussed fermions were harged leptons or up quarks or down quarks (somefoundations of our onstrution are olleted in Appendix to the seondRef. [2℄). The values for harged leptons are quoted in Eq. (26) later on.2. A model of neutrino textureIn order to operate with a neutrino texture potentially onsistent withosillation experiments for solar �e's and atmospheri ��'s as well as withLSND experiment for aelerator ��'s, we will onsider the 6 � 6 neutrinomass matrix M = (M� �) (� ; � = e ; � ; � ; es ; �s ; �s) given in Eq. (1). Wewill assume that its diagonalizing matrix U = (U� i) (� = e ; � ; � ; es ; �s ; �si = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) an be written asU = 1U 0U ; (7)where the two fators are unitary matries1U = � U (3) 0(3)0(3) 1(3) � ; 0U = � C(3) S(3)�S(3) C(3) � ; (8)de�ned through the 3� 3 submatriesU (3)=0B� 1p2 1p2 0�12 12 1p212 �12 1p2 1CA; 1(3)=0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 1 1A; 0(3)=0� 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 1A;(9)



644 W. Królikowskiand C(3) = 0� 14 0 00 25 00 0 36 1A ; S(3) = 0� s14 0 00 s25 00 0 s36 1A ; (10)while ij = os �ij and sij = sin �ij (the possible CP violating phases areignored). Here, U (3) involving 12 = 1=p2 = s12; 23 = 1=p2 = s23; 13 = 1;s13 = 0 and the phase Æ = 0 is the popular bimaximal mixing matrixfor ative neutrinos �e ; �� ; �� , desribing in a reasonable approximationosillations of solar �e's and atmospheri ��'s as suggested by SNO and Su-perKamiokande experiments [4,5℄. Using Eqs. (7)�(10) we obtain expliitly
U = (U�i) = 0BBBBBBB�

14p2 25p2 0 s14p2 s25p2 0� 142 252 36p2 � s142 s252 s36p2142 � 252 36p2 s142 � s252 s36p2�s14 0 0 14 0 00 �s25 0 0 25 00 0 �s36 0 0 36
1CCCCCCCA : (11)

When s14 ; s25 ; s36 ! 0, then 0U ! 1 and so, U ! 1U and M = UMdU y !1UMd 1U y. Here, 1UMd 1U y = Md if the neutrino mass spetrum mi weredegenerate for i = 1, 2, 3: m1 = m2 = m3. Thus, in the above limit, itwould be M !Md in the ase of suh degeneray of mi.From Eqs. (5) and (7) we an dedue that0U y 0M 0U = Md � diag(m1 ; m2 ; m3 ; m4 ; m5 ; m6) ; (12)where 0M is de�ned by the unitary transformation of M , generated by 1U0M = 1U yM 1U : (13)Thus, 0M = 0UMd 0U y sine M = UMdU y. Further on, we will onjeture(f. Eq. (20) later on), that the Dira omponent of neutrino mass matrix0M = 1U yM 1U (rather than that of the full neutrino mass matrix M) getsa similar struture to the harged-lepton and quark 3 � 3 mass matriesonstruted previously [1,2℄ in the universal form (6). If the Dira ompo-nent of the full neutrino mass matrix M were similar in struture to the



Fermion Universality Manifesting Itself in : : : 645harged-lepton and quark mass matries of the universal form (6), then inthe neutrino ase (as is not di�ult to show) there would be � = 0, � = 0and " = 0 i.e., the Dira omponent of M would vanish trivially. In theaepted option, only parameter � must be zero for neutrinos. (Note that,in the spirit of fermion universality, the value �(�) = 0 when orrelatedwith the eletri harge Q(�) = 0 is onsistent with our previous onje-ture [2℄ that for up and down quarks �(u) : �(d) = Q(u) 2 : Q(d) 2 = 4 : 1,where Q(u) = 2=3 and Q(d) = �1=3, and also with the fat that for hargedleptons �(e) 6= 0, where Q(e) = �1 6= 0.) The appearane of 0M (ratherthan M) in the orret option for Dira omponent of neutrino mass ma-trix may be understood qualitatively as related to the fat that the unitarytransformation M ! 0M (viz. 0M = 1U yM 1U) eliminates from M the spe-i� bimaximal mixing that makes neutrinos di�er from other fundamentalfermions (harged leptons and quarks). Thus, in our texture, the fermionuniversality manifests itself in the Dira omponent of neutrino mass matrixup to the unitary transformation (of this matrix) generated by 1U .Note from Eq. (7) that 1U=� 1U�i� and 0U=� 0U ij�, and so, 0M=� 0M ij�(i; j =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) from Eq. (13). Due to the formula 0M = 0UMd 0U y weget expliitly0M11=m1214+m4s214; 0M14= 0M41=(m4�m1)14s14; 0M44=m1s214+m4214;0M22=m2225+m5s225; 0M25= 0M52=(m5�m2)25s25; 0M55=m2s225+m5225;0M33=m3236+m6s236; 0M36= 0M63=(m6�m3)36s36; 0M66=m3s236+m6236;(14)and all other 0M ij = 0. Notie the relationsMees= 0M14=p2,M��s = 0M25=2,M��s = 0M36=p2 between the diagonal elements of Dira omponent M (D)of the full mass matrix M = (M��) and the elements of Dira omponent0M (D) =diag( 0M 14; 0M25; 0M36) of the mass matrix 0M =� 0M ij�. This is so,sine M (D) = ( 1U 0M 1U y)(D) = U (3) 0M (D) with U (3) given in Eq. (5) (similarly,M (L) = U (3) 0M (L)U (3) y andM (R) = 0M (R)). Of ourse,M (D) is not diagonal,in ontrast to 0M (D).



646 W. KrólikowskiFrom Eq. (14) we an infer that the neutrino massesmi an be expressedin the following way:mi;j = 0M ii;jj � sijij 0M ij = 0M jj;ii � ijsij 0M ij (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36) ; (15)if ij 6= 0 and sij 6= 0. These formulae imply the relations0M ij0M jj � 0M ii = ijsij2ij � s2ij ' sijij (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36) ; (16)where the last approximation is valid for s2ij � 2ij . In this approximation,mi;j ' 0M ii;jj � 0M2ij0M jj � 0M ii (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36) : (17)Here, the seond term is a perturbation in the small parameter (sij=ij)2.Heneforth, we will aept this situation.Now, let us make two onjetures on the neutrino mass matrix 0M = 0M ijgiven expliitly in Eq. (14). Namely,(i) its diagonal elements are0M11 = 0M22 = 0M33 = 0m� 0M44 = 0M55 = 0M66 = 0 ; (18a)or 0M11 = 0M22 = 0M33 = 0� 0M44 = 0M55 = 0M66 = 0m; (18b)implying through Eq. (17) thatmi ' 0m+ 0M2ij0m ; mj ' � 0M2ij0m (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36) ; (19a)or mi ' � 0M2ij0m ; mj ' 0m+ 0M2ij0m (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36) ; (19b)respetively,



Fermion Universality Manifesting Itself in : : : 647(ii) its o�-diagonal elements, forming its Dira omponent 0M (D) = diag( 0M 14 ; 0M25 ; 0M36), are in their struture similar to the diagonal ele-ments of harged-lepton and quark matries of the universal form (6),thus0M14 = �29 "; 0M25 = �29 49 (80 + "); 0M36 = �29 2425 (624 + "); (20)where we put approximately " = 0 (already for harged leptons " issmall, f. Eq. (26)).From Eqs. (19) (in the option (a) or (b)) and (20) we alulate (with" = 0) �m221 = m22 �m21 = 2 0M 225 = 3:00�2;�m232 = m23 �m22 = 2� 0M 236 � 0M 225� = 8:50 � 102�2 (21a)or �m221 = m22 �m21 = 0M 4250m 2 = 2:26 �40m 2 ;�m232 = m23 �m22 = 0M 436 � 0M 4250m 2 = 1:82� 105 �40m 2 : (21b)Thus, �m232�m221 = 2:83 � 102 or 8:06 � 104 : (22a or b)Hene, putting �m232 � �m2atm � (3:0 to 3:5) � 10�3eV2 ; (23)as for atmospheri ��'s in the SuperKamiokande experiment, we predit forsolar �e's (from Eq. (22) in the option (a) or (b)) that�m2sol � �m221 � (1:1 to 1:2) � 10�5eV2;or (3:7 to 4:3) � 10�8eV2 : (24a or b)So, the �rst option (a) is not inonsistent with the mass-square sale ofLarge Mixing Angle (LMA) solar solution, while the seond option (b) isloser to the LOW solar solution [5℄. The SuperKamiokande estimate (23)determines also (from Eq. (21) in the option (a) or (b)) the onstant



648 W. Królikowski�2 � (3:5 to 4:1) � 10�6eV2 or (1:3 to 1:4)� 10�4 0m eV (25a or b)for neutrinos. This gives � � (1:9 to 2:0) � 10�3 eV or (1:1 to 1:2) � 10�2q 0m eV, respetively.Note that for harged leptons we got previously [1,2℄�(e) = 85:9924MeV; "(e) = 0:172329;  �(e)�(e)!2 = 0:023+0:029�0:025; (26)when we �tted preisely their three masses me; m�; m� using our massmatrix (6). The error limits for (�(e)=�(e))2 ame out from the atual er-ror limits for m� = 1777:03+0:30�0:26 MeV [6℄. With �(e) = 0 we obtainedm� = 1776:8MeV as a predition, when we used the experimental values ofme and m� as inputs.More generally, Eqs. (19) and (20) with the estimate (25) (in the option(a) or (b)) lead to the following neutrino mass spetrumm1 = 0m;m2 ' 0m+ 1:50�20m � 0m+ (5:3 to 6:2) � 10�6 eV20m ;m3 ' 0m+ 427�20m � 0m+ (1:5 to 1:8)� 10�3 eV20m ; (27a)or m1 = 0 ;m2 ' �1:50 �20m � �(1:9 to 2:1)� 10�4 eV ;m3 ' �427 �20m � �(5:5 to 5:9) � 10�2 eV ; (27b)and m4 = 0 ;m5 ' �1:50 �20m � �(5:3 to 6:2) � 10�6 eV20m ;m6 ' �427 �20m � �(1:5 to 1:8)� 10�3 eV20m ; (28a)



Fermion Universality Manifesting Itself in : : : 649or m4 = 0m;m5 ' 0m+ 1:50 �20m � 0m+ (1:9 to 2:1) � 10�4 eV ;m6 ' 0m+ 427 �20m � 0m+ (5:5 to 5:9) � 10�2 eV : (28b)Note that here m1; m2; m3 � jm4j; jm5j; jm6j or jm1j; jm2j; jm3j �m4; m5; m6. Also the seond of these two options di�ers essentially fromthe familiar seesaw mehanism, where m4; m5; m6 are of a very high masssale determined by a Grand Uni�ation Theory, while the mass sale 0mmay be e.g. of the order of 1 eV. Of ourse, Pimi = 3 0m.Similarly, the mixing tangents (16) beomes1414 = 0; s2525 ' �1:23 �0m � �(2:3 to 2:5) � 10�3 eV0m ;s3636 ' �20:7 �0m � �(3:9 to 4:2)� 10�2 eV0m ; (29a)or s1414 = 0; s2525 ' 1:23 �0m � (1:4 to 1:4)� 10�2seV0m ;s3636 ' 20:7 �0m � (2:3 to 2:4)� 10�1seV0m : (29b)3. Neutrino osillationsWe start with the familiar formulae for probabilities of neutrino osilla-tions �� ! �� on the energy shell,P (�� ! ��) = ���h��jeiPLj��i���2 = Æ�� � 4Xj>i U��jU�iU�jU��i sin2 xji ; (30)valid if the quarti produts U��jU�iU�jU��i are real, what is ertainly truewhen a possible CP violation an be ignored (then U��i=U�i, as in our aseof Eq. (11), and P (�� ! ��)=P (�� ! ��)).



650 W. KrólikowskiIn Eq. (30) xji = 1:27�m2jiLE ; �m2ji = m2j �m2i ; (31)where �m2ji, L and E are measured in eV2, km and GeV, respetively,(L and E denote the experimental baseline and neutrino energy, while pi =qE2 �m2i ' E �m2i =2E are eigenvalues of the neutrino momentum P ).Ifm21' m22' m23' 0m2, where �m221 � �m232, and m24' m25' m26 � 0m2as well as s2ij � 2ij (ij = 14 ; 25 ; 36), as is true in the ase of �2 � 0m 2;then the osillation formulae (30) give in partiularP (�e ! �e)sol ' 1� 225 sin2(x21)sol � 12 �1 + 225� s225 ;P (�� ! ��)atm ' 1� 12 �1 + 225� 236 sin2(x32)atm� 18 �1 + 225 + 2236� �s225 + 2s236� ;P (�� ! �e)LSND ' 12 s425 sin2(x25)LSND ;P (��e ! ��e)Chooz ' 1� �1 + 225� s225 sin2(x25)Chooz (32)for solar �e's, atmospheri ��'s, LSND ��'s and Chooz ��e's. Here, �m221 ��m2sol � 10�5 eV2 for LMA solar solution, �m232 � �m2atm � (3 to 3:5)� 10�3 eV2 from the SuperKamiokande atmospheri experiment andj�m225j � �m2LSND � e.g. 1 eV2 for the LSND experiment. This is on-sistent with our previous identi�ation (23) of �m232 and predition (24) for�m2sol. The �rst two Eqs. (32) di�er, stritly speaking, from the familiartwo-�avor osillation formulae (used in analyzes of solar experiments [5℄)by some additive terms that, fortunately, are small enough when �2 � 0m 2.In fat, from Eqs. (29) and the estimate (25) (in the option (a) or (b))s225' 1:50 �0m!2 225 � (5:3 to 6:2)�10�6  eV0m !2 ;or (1:9 to 2:1)�10�4 eV0m ; (33a)s236' 427 �0m!2236 � (1:5 to 1:8)�10�3 eV0m !2 ;or (5:5 to 5:9)�10�2 eV0m ; (33b)



Fermion Universality Manifesting Itself in : : : 651where s225 � 225 � 1 and s236 � 236 � 1 for �2 � 0m2. Hene, in our texture,the solar and atmospheri osillation amplitudes are pratially maximal,sin2 2�sol � 225 � 1 ; sin2 2�atm � 12 �1 + 225� 236 � 1 ; (34)when �2 � 0m2. If in the matrix U (3) given in Eq. (9) there were 12&1=p2and s12. 1=p2 instead of 12 = 1=p2 = s12, then sin2 2�sol � (212s12)2225and sin2 2�atm � (s212 + 212 225)236 would be suitably smaller.From the third Eq. (32) we an see that in our texture the preditedLSND e�et is potentially very small, perhaps unobservable, as having (dueto Eq. (33) in the option (a) or(b)) the osillation amplitudesin2 2�LSND ' 12s425 � 8><>: (1:4 to 1:9) � 10�11 � eV0m �4 or(1:9 to 2:2) � 10�8 � eV0m �2 ; (35a or b)when �2� 0m2. If e.g. 0m= O(1 eV) �O(10�2 eV), where still �2 � 0m2, thensin2 2�LSND = O(10�11)�O(10�3) or O(10�8)�O(10�4). The orrespondingmass-square sale is�m2LSND' ����m225���'( m22' 0m2+(1:1 to 1:2)�10�5 eV2 orm25 ' 0m2 + (3:9 to 4:2)�10�4 0m eV ; (36a or b)where 0m = m1 or m4, respetively.The fourth Eq. (32) desribes the Chooz experiment for reator ��e's.Due to its negative result, P (��e ! ��e)Chooz � 1, there appears the ex-perimental onstraint (1 + 225)s225 � sin2 2�Chooz. 0:1 for s225, if �m225 ��m2Chooz& 0:1 eV2 [7℄. This implies for the LSND e�et (in our texture) thevery small Chooz upper boundsin2 2�LSND ' 12 s425 . 1:3� 10�3 ; (37)if �m225 � �m232 � (3:0 to 3:5) � 10�3eV2, what is onsistent with �m225& 0:1 eV2 and gives (x25)Chooz � (x32)Chooz ' (x32)atm = O(1) as (xji)Chooz' (xji)atm numerially. Thensin2(x25)Chooz ' 12 (38)in the fourth Eq. (32). When ombined with the formula (35) (in the option(a) or (b)), the Chooz bound (37) leads to the lower limit0m& (1:0 to 1:1)� 10�2eV or (3:8 to 4:1) � 10�3eV (39a or b)



652 W. Królikowskifor 0m = m1 or m4, still onsistent with our requirement �2 � 0m 2. Thus,Eq. (36) (in the option (a) or (b)) gives the very small lower limit �m2LSND&(1:1 to 1:3) � 10�4eV2 or (1:6 to 1:8) � 10�5eV2 for the mass-square sale�m2LSND.Note that Eqs. (32) imply the sum rulesin2 2�sol+sin2 2�LSND+ 12 sin2 2�Chooz � 225+ 12s425+ 12(1+225)s225 = 1 (40)for the solar, LSND and Chooz osillation amplitudes. This leaves room forthe LSND e�et if sin2 2�sol � 225 < 1 i.e., if osillations of solar �e's are notstritly maximal, what seems to be the ase [5℄.4. ConlusionsWe presented in this paper an e�etive texture for six Majorana onven-tional neutrinos (three ative and three sterile), based on the 6 � 6 mixingmatrix de�ned in Eqs. (7)�(10), and on the onjetures (18) (in the option(a) or (b)) and (20) for the resulting mass matrix. The onjeture (20) re-quires that the Dira 3 � 3 omponent of the unitarily transformed 6 � 6mass matrix 0M= 1U yM 1U be similar in struture to the harged-lepton andquark 3� 3 mass matries of the universal form (6), onstruted previouslywith a onsiderable phenomenologial suess [1,2℄.Suh a texture predits reasonably osillations of solar �e's in the formnot inonsistent with the LMA solar solution (for the option (a)), if theSuperKamiokande value of the mass-square sale for atmospheri ��'s istaken as an input. In both ases, neutrino osillations are pratially max-imal. The proposed texture also predits a potentially very small, per-haps unobservable, LSND e�et with the osillation amplitude of the orderO[10�11( eV= 0m)4℄ or O[10�8( eV= 0m)2℄ and the mass-square sale of the orderO( 0m2)+O(10�5 eV2) or O( 0m2)+O(10�4 0m eV) (for the option (a) or (b),respetively). The negative result of Chooz experiment imposes on the osil-lation amplitude of LSND e�et (in our texture) a very small upper bound ofthe order of O(10�3), implying for 0m a lower limit of the order O(10�2 eV)or O(10�3 eV). If e.g. 0m= O(1eV), then sin2 2�LSND = O(10�11) or O(10�8)and �m2LSND = O(1 eV2). In suh a ase, the LSND e�et (in our texture)is, of ourse, unobservable (though it still exists in priniple). Notie thatthe estimations following from the original LSND experiment [8℄ are e.g.sin2 2�LSND = O(10�2) and �m2LSND = O(1 eV2). The new miniBooNEexperiment may on�rm or revise the original LSND results.
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